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The Genius of Dummies

1 Important Notes
This lab does not require a design document. Instead we ask that you:

• Read Chapter 9 up to and including “9.5 Implementation: Doubly Linked Lists” and bring your questions to
class.

• Study the code in the LinkedList.java starter file before coming to lab and think carefully about how you might
modify the various methods as described in the assignment.

On this week’s lab, you may choose to work with a partner.

2 Thought Questions
Answer the five Thought Questions on page 217 of your text in a file called README.txt and submit it with the rest
of your code this week.

3 Lab
The central purpose of this week’s lab is to give you some hands-on experience writing code that manipulates a linked
structure. Your task is to complete the Laboratory Assignment from Section 9.10 of your text, entitled Lists with
Dummy Nodes (pages 215-217). You will start with already working code (a class called LinkedList that extends
the structure5 class DoublyLinkedList). The goal is to simplify the code by adding two “dummy” nodes to your
LinkedList in order to simplify the implementations of several of the class methods. The Laboratory Assignment in
Section 9.10 walks you through this process—you will have the best experience if you follow the instructions in that
description carefully!

Before starting, copy the following starter file (don’t forget the period in this line):

cp /opt/mac-cs-local/share/cs136/labs/list/LinkedList.java .

You may want to make two copies of this file, so that you can better compare your modified version to the original as
you progress. We have also posted starter code that you can use to test your linked list implementation and compare.

4 Deliverables
When you are finished, create and submit a folder <unix>-lab3 that contains your well-documented source code
and the README.txt file that contains answers to the five warm-up/thought questions. If you worked with a partner,
submit one folder with your collaborative solution. You should name your joint folder with both partners’ names:
<unix1>-<unix2>-lab3.

As in all labs, you will be graded on design, documentation, style, and correctness. Be sure to document your
program appropriately: include pre/post conditions and assertions where appropriate.
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